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WELCOME

Mansion

PARENTS

Centennial Extra
,/:

Georgia State College for Women', Milledgeville, Ga.,

Number 25L

Friday, May 13, 1938

W s l . XII Z122

Regents Meet
For Campus
Inspection

Restored
Hundredt

Today marks the observance of
Regents' Day, at which all the regents
of the University System of Georgia
will meet in Milledgeville for a regular meeting of the Board of Regents.
The regents chose Milledgeville for
their meeting-place in order that they
might take part in the festivities
which are the order of the day.
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Tod
Old Salon, UDC Room
Principal Changes

Restoration of the old ExecutiveMansion is the feaure of surpassinginterest in the Centennial Celebration being held today. Organization*
and individuals have contributed
much to the restoration of the ManAt 9:30 this morning the Regents
sion, and it is hoped that the Mansion
met in the conference room for their
will become a shrine as dear to the
regular business session, at which,
hearts of Georgians as Arlington is
it is understood, the future building
to Southerners. '
•
\
program was discussed. Chancellor
One
of
the
most
noticeable
changes
Sanford gave his report, and Dr. Guy
made in the Mansion is the removal
H. Wells also made a report. This is
of the partition that divided the old
the first time that the regents have
salon and the renovation of tlie room
decided to get personally acquainted
into a beautiful ante-bellum ball
with an institution by getting firstroom.
hand information from the President.
United Daughters of the ConfedThis practice will be continued.
eracy have restored the south part
At 11:30 the meeting was adof the Mansion with suitable furnishjourned in order that the regents
ings, and the Alumnae are planning
might go to the auditorium for the
S. V. SANFORD
to contribute furnishings also.
Parents' Day program, which is beAmong the gifts that have beea.
ing given by the Granddaughters' Chancellor of The University System,
received for the Mansion are a cryClub. The Governor and the Regents
stal chandelier, presented by the
will be introduced.
students under the direction of Mrs;
At 1:00 luncheon will be served,
Hines and many beautiful pieces
A waltz, a quadrille, and a Virginia in honor of the parents and distuM'of furniture.
,.The enacting of the Mansion's
Reel will compete with a fox trot, guished guests, and the regents will
Dr. J. L. Beeson and Mrs. Nan.
—fendred Years, a pageant to be
Big Apple, and . a two step to- attend the pageant in front of the
Barsdale Miller are giving two newIjjgiven this afternon will delight those
night in a melodious mix-up caused Mansion at 4:30. They will also atchandeliers for the old salon. Mrs;
who love Georgia history and are glad
by the meeting of 1838 and 1938, in tend the ball in the old Executive
H. D. Allen has given an - original
to honor a Southern shrine. ComRepresentatives from all of Georthe old Governors' Mansion here. Mansion tonight at 9:00.
chair and Miss Clara Morris has given
ing as the second attraction on this
Those making the rapid and freLast night the regents and their gia's major educational institutions,
an old rosewood piano. ,
day,' the first being' the fifth annual
T
quent transition from one century wives were entertained at a formal visitors from several other states,
Parent's Day to be sponsored by the
Two
original
oil
paintings
of
the
to the next will include Governor dinner. During their stay in Milledge- former medal winners and former
•Granddaughter's Club in the morning,
grandparents . of Senator William.
and Mrs. E. D. Rivers, the Board of ville, they are being entertained by members of. the Chemistry club will
the pageant will be followed by the
Gibbs McAdoo, have been received
Regents and Chancellor S. V. San- the college and are staying in Beeson gather on the campus tomorrow for
Centennial Ball this evening.
F.ev. Goorgo Stoves, pss;.or oi the from Mrs. Walker of Waycross, and.
ford of the University Stystem of and Enhis Halls, through the courtesy the celebration of Herty day and the
Mulberry Street M?thodist Church Mrs. Miller S. Bell has given the
Using Sir Walter Raleigh's words, Georgia.
of the girls who are doubling up awarding of the Herty medal to Dr. cf Macon, will deliver the baccagold frames for the portraits.
•"Historie hath triumphed over
Charles E. Coates of Louisanna State
The students and their dates will for the night.
laursate- sermon to the graduating
time," as a theme Miss Katherine
Descendants of governors who have,
University.
Members of the Board of Regents
probably make no compromise with
class on June 12, according to an
Scott, author of the pageant, has wo1838 at their dance in the street are Marion Smith, Chairman; S. V. The activities of the day will in- announcement made by Dr. Wells lived in the Mansion have given
ven into her work the beauty of
portraits and other valuable gifts
fronting the Mansion. They will dance Sanford, Chancellor; L. R. Siebert, clude an informal tea at "Westover,"
the past century.
today.
of
relatives, back.to the Mansion.
home
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
L.
C.
Lindsley
'a la 1938 to the music of Sam Pair's Secretary; and W. W. Noyes, Treas, Part one of the pageant is head- orchestra.
urer; E. D. Rivers, ex-officio during beginning at four o'clock. A formal • Dr. Shelton Phelps, president of Yesterday, afternoon, was devoted'
Winthrcp College, Rock Hill, S. C. to a pilgrimage to the old homes and
ed The Legislative Life of the ManThe Grand March of the Mansion his term as Governor; L. W. Robert, dinner at the Mansion will honor
sion, with a sub-head of Tennyson's Dance will be led by Governor E.< Atlanta; T. Jack Lance, Young Har- Dr. Coates and the many visitors and will be the principal speaker at the historic, spots of Milledgeville.': These
•beautiful words, the "Tender Grace T). Rivers and Mrs. Guy H. Wells. ris; J. Knox Gholson, Comer; George exercises at the Auditorium at 8:30 graduating exercises on Monday, June included the old Capitol Buildinff,
13. Dr. Phelps is a nationally known the boyhood home of Wm, G. Mcof a Day that is Dead". The spirits
The Mansion Ball will be in costumes Hains, Augusta; John G. Kennedy, climaxing the day's events will fea- educator and was formerly Director
Addoo, Lockerly, built, by Judge Dan.
•of Milledgeville, of the Mansion and
Savannah; George C. Woodruff, Co- ture an address by Dr. Coates on
the 1830's.
of
Infraction
at
Psabody
College
Tucker, Rockwell House, once the
of Legislation lead the. way for the of Both
"The
Chemist
and
the
State."
the ball and the street dance lumbus; Cason J. Callaway,' Laappearance of the eight governors will be held from nine until one.
Among the many guests will be befora a?ceptir.3 his pr^oit p:ral ion. summer,• home, of • Gov. i iHerschel Y»
(Continued on back pate)
(Continued on back page)
two former recipients of the award, Dr. Phelps, is well equipped to speak Johnson and later the home of Gem
Dr. W..H. Mclntyre, of the Univer- to college girls as Winthrop is the Myrick; Allen's ; Invalid Home, insity of Tenneessee, and Dr. J. L. Howe, nchool in South Carolina correspond- cluding Thalian Hall, one of the buildof Washington and Lee. They will be ing to G. S. C. W. Dr. Phelps is Ex- ings of Oglethorpe University,, estab-•
accompanied here by their wives. ecutive Secretary of the Southern lished. in 1835., with a:room .occupied
by Sidney Lanier; home of Mrs. David
Other prominent chemists will be Dr. Association of Colleges.
Hal W. Moseley of Tulane, Dr. Herty, Dr, Stoves is a leading Methodist Ferguson, built by her grandfather*
Dr. Guy of Emory,. Dr., Weber, of minister and has been active in the Peter J. Williams, in 1818; Home of
Approximately 2300 invitations to
1
Tech, chairman of the Georgia Sec- affairs of the Methodist church in Mrs. C. P. Crawford, built about
its and friends of the college
quanta
tion, and many others.
Georgia and the South for a number 1?20 by John Williams; home of Miss
Sh B ve been issued for the combined
;
(Continued on buck page)
Dr.
Coates
will
be
entertained
while
of years.
Parents' Day and Mansion Centen
in
Milledgeville
by
Dr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Jul celebrations. Visitors from all
over Georgia and neighboring[states The University of Georgia Glee The Aeolian Glee Club com L. Beeson who are old friends of
^ e expected to attend. The Grand- Club will appear at G.. S. C. W. May posed of seventy girls from the vari this year's medal winner, having been
18 at 8:30, when the' students will ous classes of the college will give at Johns,Hopkins together.
diuahters' c l u b sponS01 *S P a r C
offer a varied program of songs, their annual concert Friday, May At the formal presentation cereX)ay annually.
music, and humor.
20th, in Russell Auditorium at 8:30 mony Saturday night Martha KoebMembers of the Granddaughters'
Appearing with the Club will be P. M. The girls have rehearsed dili- ley, President of the Chemistry Club,
r i u b will be the main speakers for
two of the South's outstanding musi- gently since September, memorizing will preside. Dr. Wells will deliver the
Ujo Parents' Day program to be given
cians, Hugh Hodgson, director of the •and working out the details of the welcome for the college to be folin the auditorium at. 11:30. •
Division of Fine Arts at the Univer- program, The club will be assisted by lowed by a presentation of the medal
Registration will take place dursity, and Minna Hecker, Atlanta con- Beatrice Horsbrugh, violinist, accom- to the Georgia Section of the Ameriing the morning, up to 11:00, accordcert soprano, who is the Club's guest panied by Mrs. W. H, Allen,-Martha can Chemical Society by Miss Koebing to announcement by Miss Blanche
Liddell will give a reading, A girls ley, its acceptance by Dr. Paul Weber
artist on this year's tour.
•ToU sponsor of the Granddaughters
trio, Hortense Fountain, Melba Rack- of Georgia Tech; Following this Dr.
i
feub
and director of activities for , Songs of nil kinds, operatic, popu- ley, Harriette Chick accompanied by J. Snm Guy of Emory, chairman of
Parents' Day. There will be a booth lar, coliegiate, and folk, will be heard. Jeanette Bryan, will also sing. Olivia the committee, on,award, .will mr.ke
in front of each dormitory presided Dance music, jokes, and a humorous Strickland will play a group of num- his report* and the. medal will then
over by members of the Granddaugh- skit will be included on the program. bers as well as accompany the club, •W awarded ,to Dr. Coates. ,
li?rs Club where parents can register, ' The selections range all the way The chorus is under the direction "of, . Dr.Coates willspealcon'thc "Chsmjjnrents of town girls will register from the "Miserere" to "I Got Shoes" •Max. Noah,'' Director of Music at G, ist and the State" and. the program;
in front of Parks Hall. (
an.d a humorous' musical skit called S. C. W, The program and personnel will be. cqncluded by- remarks' by
(During the morning, parents are "Julius,, Sneezer,"
Dr. Herty.
is as follows:
DR. CHARLES E. COATES
:
1
invited to visit classes'and adihirtis- ' A ''University' htudent dance or- Rain, Curran, Sapphic Ode, Brahms, The Herty medal, symbolic of 'outLouisiana
State University, winner
tfatlon buildings Open h m » will chestra* ;.the. Georgia Collegians -and; Will O' The Wisp, Spross. Glee Club. standing accomplishment in the, -field
DR. CHARLES H. HERTY;
of
the
Herty
Medal for 1938. \
|>V held" in «ll d- the dormltorlea. members of the University Little
(Continued on back pa^e)
(Continued on buck pace)
Symphony will appear with the Club.
(GoMttaMril en KMk •*!•>

Ceremony And Virginia Reel,
Costumes Make Susie-Q Show
Dance Changes
0 a y Pageant

Sugar Scientist Horiored
Tomorrow On Herty Day
Phelps, Stoves
To Speak At
Commencement

H2

PARENTS' DAY PLANS INCLUDE
STUDENT SPEAKERS, PICNIC
Aeolian Glee
Club Sings
May20th

Minna Hecker
To Sing With
Ga. Glee Club
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Remarks on Exiting

"Madam Curie"
by Eve Curie

1

K>
Stories ZBy Scandalligh

The pasi two lead editorials of the Colonnade have been given
over to certain remarks pertaining to a college education, and neither
With all the aftereffects of a week] something like that. At least, that's
of them have been designed to give a very flattering picture of under- of parents, and seniors and the de- what one of our more innocent maids
graduate perception. In "Sludentus Georgianus" a professor made scendants of governors and with a can vouch for after what she did
a Sunday night or two ago. On her
some very pointed, if perhaps humorous comments to his class in reDuring
-«lie
war
Madame
Curie
Reviewed by Kathryn Tedder. I
Man like Dr. Herty on the campus way to the tea room, she saw a cap
played the leading role in taking X- gard to their interests and scholastic attainments. "Standards of Peda"She was a woman; she belonged rsy machines to the wounded, even gegy" was an editorial comment on Carnegie Bulletin No. 29, a re- tonight what chance has a little old apparently resting on top of a bush.
to an oppressed nation; she was poor; crossing roads under fire to get to port of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, column got of getting itself read at She reached and picked up her find'
she was beautiful. A powerful vo- .•(.• :piu.';.\. -io wonder the wounded which served to point out rather forcibly some extremely unpleasant all. Maybe that's the reason with a —to her utter amazement a bare-'
cation summoned her from her moth- T''.ou;v.i of ibis iVir, frail little woman facts about us undergraduates, among them being the fact that often deadline only 30 minutes away it headed Jimmy was left exposed.
.ve know less when we finish college and get ready to teach than the isn't nearly so disturbing as it usualerland, Poland, to study in Paris, as an angel. .
Dr. Boesen has been of late the
where she lived through years of pov- We can but feel pride when we ^iudenls wo are supposed to teachl
prey
of a certain party who intends
ly
is,
and
maybe
that's
why
the
erty and solitude. There she met a read that America was able to show
This editorial is printed with a purpose, a double purpose, one beto
sell
him an automobile. His rethought
of
facing
Lucy
with
tardy
man whose genius was akin to hers. recognition of this genius by giv- .ng to reinforce what we have said in the past in regard to scholarship
sistance
bore up remarkably until
She married him; their happiness ing her iwo grams of radium, the :-nd college education generally and the other to end : with this note, copy isn't giving me a single horror
the
other
day. He was offered a car
was unique. By the most desperate thing she wanted more than anything in2 association of the present staff with the campus.
—Dr. Herty is a wonderful man. to try out; as it was raining he took
and arid effort they discovered a I else in the world.
Through four years of college we have progressed, or think we
Dot Maxwell was seen sitting in the chance, with the understanding
magic clement, radium."
I At the same time we blush for have, from cocksure freshmen to doubtful seniors, and we have been
that he would drive to school. On the
swing with someone. Her room- way, however, he was asked by a
This short summary of part of the shame that this shy, modest woman .?:-:po^ed, and examined, and rexamined, and quizzed, and fussed at,
beautiful and heroic life of Madame had to meet the howling American ?.v.d scolded and encouraged, and treated both like babies and adults, mate was unable to identify from a state patrolman to show his license.
Curie only gives one a peephole to public, an net which broke her down i-ornetimes by iurns and sometimes apparently without rhyme or distance. When her roommate asked Of course, he didn't have one and con
the stirring events which took place physically, a.? payment for her pre- roi'scn. Or:3 cannot help but gain the distinct impression from reading her who the man she was with hap- sequently he was asked to report at
.'.ccoiuiis of higher education such as those written in recent months by
in the life of the famous scientist cious radium.
Hulchins ci Chicago, Conant of Yale and the Carnegie foundation with- pened to be, Dot's reply was, "That ourt—and he did.
and in the lives o::' her family. Just
He seems to have more than his
when she and her husband were be- This licffraphy, being written by out realising that those who teach us are often more in the dark than wasn't any man, that was Dr. Rogers."
share of hard luck, anyway. The
ginning to get the well-deserved the daugiver of !the subject nahiri-.ily •..••:• are about what we learn, why we learn it, what we should know
One of Annella Brown's cronies
other day out at the lake he decided
recognition of their genius the tragic contains m:.r\f;' i:iir.iy intimate and when we gel out, and the value of the whole array of integrated and
became suddenly concerned and to go wading—stepped in—but found
::;..ur;uo
detail-:
oi
the
life
of
one
who
rion-integraled
material
v/hich
we
call
"higher
education".
It
is
certain
death of Pierre threw Marie into a
state of utter grief. However, she not only pave birth to a new science that cur ideas of what constitutes education are radically changing, curious the other day over why those the water deeper than he had ansilly little things that are placed under ticipated. Wet practically all over,
went on, trying now to do alone the aid a new philosophy but provided .ViLi arc- subject io considerable doubt.
There- rnu:,! have been a time, somewhere in mama's day, when glasses at times are called "coaster." he got out, walked barefooted alongj
work which they ence had done so :.-;:i:!dn:" with the m.ev.ri.s of treating
things were sure and certain, and we knew why we came to college
ere ai ;.e, cancer.
happily together.
With her usual flash of wit Annella the bank, and got enought graver
•'.nd we knew what we were supposed to get from it. Now we don't.
embedded in his feet to necessitate
•f-'V v.)v'i the quickest of transport We den't know and it's pretty apparent that our teachers don't know within five minutes came out with, a doctor's treatment,
".tr.":?. The country was bound to- j much more about what we are supposed to have learned than we do. "I guess it's because they keep the
The recent tragedy which was
i Presumably we who are about to graduate are educated; at least we glasses from getting too coaster the
'.;:• ••:•• c-nly the roughest of ecoLOOKS
heartfelt
by so many was the passid !o think a college degree mean* that, but now we are beginning table."
:viir. i-.:ul political bonds. Commui.re
educatable
at
all
ing
of
the
dearly beloved X-Ray on
.:••••.! was ca-'iricd on by laborious to doubt whether we are or not, or whether we a
. Several Sundays ago while Eleanor the 1st, 2nd, 3rd of this month of
iv.hr.n'.!. carried by courier and pri- .. --o.'.
In all the welter of opinion over the question of scsolarship and | Peebles was lucky enough to be rid- May, nineteen hundred and thirty
•;o :.it::.senger. Luxuries were scarce,
i-choiarship
standards it is only natural that students should have be- j ing,
• she passed a group, or flock, (or eight Anno Domino. Now X-Ray
A hundred years ago, 1838, the and a large portion of man's activity
builders of the Mansion looked out was centered on the primitive neces- come interested themselves in what we are getting. Last year a move is it litter?) of turkeys. By some was a very remarkable gold-fish
upon a rather strange world, cir- sity of providing food, clothing and was begun in the columns of this paper to "improve scholarship" on ridiculous slip of the tongue she ex- (only he wasn't gold at all—that's
the reason he was called X-Ray—
cumscribed by time and the circum- shelter. Education was luxury to be the campus, but immediately we faced the issue of: what is scholarship daimed, "Oh, look at the turtles."
anyway?
Is
it
raising
grades,
making
work
harder,
adding
an
extra
because you could see through him).
stances of their surroundings. To us indulged in by only a priviliged few.
And the other day Miss Tate reit seems a tight little world, but to In spile of our legends the art of ten pages to the lesson asisgnments, writing term papers, or exactly ferred in all seriousness to gastric He became sick suddenly, lingered
three days, and then died in a conthem of course it presented complex- living had not been highly develop- what? The faculty seemed io be in not whole agreement and neither goose on the stomach.
were we. This year the attempt has been carried still farther and an
dition of lateral paralysis. The cause
ities all iis own.
ed.
honors
society
for
recognizing
(sic)
scholorship
has
been
set
up.
But
the
Mary
Bartlett
had
a
birthday
the
of his death is a mystery. The only
A contrast of the physical world
Any contrast with the present
real
isue
lies
deeper.
other
day
and
because
recently
(and
possible hint is the fact that he was
of 1S38 and-'of 1938 provides us with world from a material point of view
The Colonnade has editorialized.this year for a number of things, before that) she has been a chronic accidentally hit in the head witlQfts
striking examples of the scientific is bound to provide plenty of conrnd mechanical progress of man in trasts flattering to our conception of some of them we admit in restfospect, look a bit siily and many of them needle borrower, Ruth Huckleby pre- rock from his bowl by Cohyn Bowerso
the short span of a century. In 1838 progress, automobiles, streamlined perhaps were not pertinent io the general idea, but we believe that sented her with a package of needles, with whom he was spending the'
the handicraft system of industry locomotives, luxury liners, airplanes, the only true raising of scholarship will come with the development If she can't take a hint, surely she'll home-going week-end. Many were
left bereaved by his going, as he was
was just beginning to be displaced and all the multitude of means of of a selfreliant, self respecting and responsible student body. The get the point to that one.
sort of possessed in general by the
by the incoming factory system in transport that have followed the cutting of administrative red tape, the lessening of administrative
A hat in the hand is more emNew England. The South was begin- satge of history. The list had been responsibility and the creation of student responsibility for actions, con- barrassing than two in the bush or third floor of Bell,
ning to turn from the equality in compiled many times, and we can duct and scholarship attainments has been our idea. Fortunately we
industry which it had possessed with rightly feel a glow of pride at its have not been cramped in expressing what we felt about it. We sincerely
the North a>nd was becoming com- magnitude, greater than any preced- believe that a cut system will aid rather than hinder this end. The
administration has never tried to stop us from saying so, even though
mitted to a slave labor, plantation ing century has ever provided.
many of them honestly do not agree with us. This fact in itself is a
cotton economy, an economy which
When we turn however to the social forward step. An honors society is certainly a splendid step in recowas to lead it farther and farther
side of the picture, to our ideas, to gnizing ability and scholarship when it occurs; we believe that a cut
from the industrial North. The waves
what we have done with these in- system will place students still more on their own responsibility for
of European immigration, particularventions from the standpoint of in- their work, will remove from the faculty the necessity of "keeping the
ly from Ireland and England were
Published Weekly During School Tear, Except During Holidays
creased happiness, increased comfort, students up" end will allow for the more earnest students to go forward
beginning to sweep to these shores,
increased liberty, enlightened ideas mcr.3 rapidly. We may be wrong, but that's what we think.
and Examination Periods By The Students of The
. bringing an added impetus to indusand the like our progress is rather
We
believe
that
standards
of
admission,
and
more
importantly,
of
trial movement. In England the soslow. Let's see, in 1838 the stormy staying in shcol after admission, should be drawn more rigidly, and
Georgia State College for Women
':• cial consciousness .of .the people was
petrel of early American politics, th?.: a f:.:!ing grade is more than a "mere passing mishap" as Students
MILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA
• beginning to be stirred and we find
Jackson, had just left the scene. Van Groryianus states. Carnegie Bulletin No. 29 shows pretty clearly that
.' "the passage of the first of England's
Corner Hancock and Ckrk Streets
Buren had been in office but a year. you can't educate everybody, so why try? Lets develop a responsible
great social laws; in France the iron
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year
The tariff policy of the United States "'udent body worth depelcping and let those who won't take responsihand of inaction and reaction conhad been in operation some ten or bility and won't go to class drop out or go elsewhere.
trolled by the Congress of Vienna
Entered as second-class matter October 30,1928, at the post ofmore years. We still have the tariff,
Ii is with this note that the staff of -1937-38 bows out and gives its
still held the reins of power despite
fice, MlUcdgevUle, Ga„ under the Act of March 3,1879."
and the arguments advanced in favor ohce in the srn to the newly elected staff. Is been a lot of fun, and a
the revolution and Napoleon. Eli
of it might be the same that were lot of work too, and we're sorry that we're "educated" and have to
; "Whitney's cotton gin had been copied
EDITORIAL STAFF
echoed in the halls of Congress a leave, but we feel sure that the new staff will become a more vital
;
. trad duplicated so fast in the South
Editor
•
Lucy Caldwell
hundred years ago. The principle of force on the campus and will endeavor to do all it can in developing
: that it was impossible to protect
Associate Editor
Betty Donaldson
states' rights was coming to the front -cholarship, v/hich, it seems, many feel is sadly lacking.
i its patent rights; the production of
Managing Editor
Mary Kethley
as the burning question of the day.
totton and the increase of Negro
News
Editors
Jeane
Armour,
Bonnie
Burge
In a time when the states were sepaWelcome, Parents!
V .slavery were rising rapidly. TransExchange Editor
Marion Arthur
rated by more time-distance than now
May 13 marks the fifth anniversary of entertaining our parents on
portation was still slow, and water
Sports Editor
'.
Beth Morrison
(Continued on page three)
the campus of the place that to us has become almost a second home.
. transport was still regarded as the
Reporters—Sara Frances Miller, Beth Williams, Marjorie EdWe take this opportunity to welcome cordially each individual parent
wards, Edwina Cox, Aliene Fountain, Catherine Bowman, .
in the hope that the day may prove to be the success that the GrandMartha Donaldson, America Smith, Helen Blevins, MarHerty Day
daughters Club and the student body wants it to be.
garet Barksdale, Virginia Shoffeitt, Margaret Weaver,
Once again the Chemistry Club does honor to an outstanding SouthIn the usual run of letters from daughters and visits of parents to the
Eleanor Swann.
e r n scientist by honoring Dr. Charles E. Coates of L. S. U. for his out- campus, it is difficult for the visitors and recipients of the letters to gain
BUSINESS STAFF
?. real idea of how the college functions and how we spend our time.
standing researches in sugar.
Business Manager
Dorothy Howell.
.These Herty medals, symbolic of outstanding achievements in This one day in he year the college has set aside to initiate our parents
Assistant Business Manager
Jane Suddeth
Southern chemistry, are rapidly becoming recognized throughodt the into our college life and to see deeper than the surface into the life
Business Assistants—Julia Weems, Dorothy Simpson, Kitty
south as one of the preeminenent honors bestowed on our soulhern we lead heie.
Lloyd, Grace Brown, Charlotte Howard, Sara Thomason,
It is through our parents that we are enabled to be in college now
chemists. The award serves a double purpose in that it honors both
Catherine Cavanaugh, Dorothy Merritt, Elizabeth Fuller,
the recipient and also Dr. Herty, whose .--searches with pine have We want them to meet our friends, our instructors, and the heads of
Marjorie Adamson,
proved his mastery of the field and placet!'•' r i m among the foremost our college. We want them to see our environment as it really is, not
Advertising Assistants—Julia Weems, Dorothy Simpson, Grace
and we feel that they should see exactly what they are giving us. We
American chemists.
Brown, Catherine Lloyd, .
The recognition of these men and the bringing of these scientists want them to visit our rooms, our classrooms, our recreational areas,
Circulation
Manager
Betty Shell
1o the campus is an action on the part of the Chemistry Club which is just part of it or a glimpse of it,
Assistant
Circulation
Manager
Helen
Reeves
So let us take this opportunity to welcome you, parents, on a day
of merit in the general campaign to raise scholarship standards. On any
Circulation Assistants—Martha Fors, Martha Jennings, Clauset
aside
especially
for
you,
It
is
our
hope
that
it
will
be
as
pleasant
campus where scholarship standards are high the recognition of work
delle Brown, Evelyn Leftwich, Merle Stewart, Arva Tolof consistent quality is necessary to maintain it. The selections of the for you as the anticipation of it has been for us.
bert, Sara Bell, Elizabeth Langford, Frances Kirven, Celia
Particular commendation should go to the Granddaughters Club
Herty winners for the past several years have shown the high type of
Craig.
who
have
made
this
day
possible,
The
Granddaughters,
who
are
the
scholarship recognized by the Chemistry Club as worthy or receiving
h a v e selected..Dr. Coates is of the same.caliber, The Colonnade con- oficial hostesses of the day, have planned and worked to make this day
1»J7
Member
1998
gratulates the : Chemistry club on its selection and Dr. Coates oh the as big a success as the four others have been, and we feel that they
Associated Cbue6iate Press
fliQ/Qward, Dr. Mclntyre of Tennessee, and Dr. Howe of Washington deserve a great deal of praise.
Again,
parents,
let
us
say—Welcome
to
our
campus
It
is
youFs
for
a n a Lee are conspicuous recent examples of the type of men they
the day.
,.
jtonor bestowed upon him.
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GRADUATION GIFT SPECIALS

Student Officers
Named In
Recent Election
Virginia Forbes, Griffin, Marguerite Jernigan, Atlanta, and Catherine
Reddick, Perry, Florida, will head
College Government, Young Woman's
Christian Association, and Recreation Association, respectively, for
:
"l838-39. Elections were held at the
end of the winter quarter, with the
newly elected .'officers going into
action spring quarter.
Presidents of the classes for the
ensuing year are Sara Bethel, Thomaston—Senior, Harriet Hudson, Macon—Junior, and Jane McConnell,
Clarksville—Sophomore.

Fortson To Head
Jesters For
Next Year

Y Elects Cabinet,
Commission.
Sponsors

riet SnooWs, Covena; Exkifficio—
Jane McConnell, Clarksville; Hortense Fountain, Adrian; Ruby Donald,
Ridgewood, New Jersey; Madeline
Blackwelder, Griffin; and Catherine
Combs, Griffin.

Twenty-four Freshman sponsors,
Hilda Fortson, Elberton, has been
elected as president of the Jesters YWCA Cabinet, and YWCA Comfor next year. Elected to served mission were chosen recently by the
IT LOOKS FROM HERE
with her are Leila Griffith, Eatonton, Executive Committee of the Y.
(Continued
from page two)
Vice-President; Martha Pool, Macon,
The
Freshman
Sponsors
for
1938Secretary; and Madeline Jenkins,
39 are Louise Stanley, Decatur; Rosa- separates us from China each inGriffin, Treasurer.
lie Brigham; Dublin, Catherine Cav- dividual locality and section possesThe Jesters is the leading dramatic
anaugh, Savannah; Martha Pool, sed certain traits which set it apart
major production this year was "Nine
Macon; Margaret Bracey, Thomas- from others. The principle of states'
Till Six/' presented during the fall
ville; Mary Ferguson, College Park; rights is today still a political rallyquarter. Miss Gena Grubb, dramatics
Ann Tray lor, Decatur; Margretta ing point although it has ceased to
teacher, coached the play.
McGavock, Thomasville; Emily Mc- have any practical significance in a
The characters in the play were Crary, Hawkinsville; Jane Johnson, world which crosses all the states in
Leila Griffith,. Martha Donaldson, College Park; L»u Ella Meaders, the course of a day. Our ideas of
Martha Liddell, Beth Williams, Ma- Toccoa; Madeline Jenkins, Sylvester; democracy, how often do we parrot
Serving with Virginia Forbes as rion Culpepper, Grace Clark, Louise Florence Phillips, Greenville; Nellie words of Jackson, political speeches
officers of College Government are Murphy, Mildred Westbrook, Eliza- Jo Flynt, Thomaston; Mary Ford, designed to appeal to a people of
Grace Clark, Savannah, Chairman of beth Chandler, Rose Newman, Sara Utica, New York; Marjorie Futch, 1838 as gospel truth for 1938? There
the Judiciary; Eloise Wilson, Lumber Frances Bowles, Dot Howell, Alma Nashville; Katherine Kirkland, Syl- is a vast and a broad gap between
City, Vice-President; Betty Adams, McLean, Catherine Combs, Edith vester; Runelle Burel, Buford; Mar- what our hands have wrought and
Weston, Secretary; Charlotte Howard, Ann Teasley, and Helen Price.
tha Fors, Jesup; Grace Brown, Ma- what our ideas are. This gap, or this
Cedartown, Corresponding Secretary; According to custom, new members con; Jeannette Bryan, Moultrie; Anna lag between what we have done
and Betty Lott, Blackshear, Treasur- are admitted to the Jesters after LaBoon, Monroe; Anne Phillips, and what we think about what we
tryouts in the fall. Those girls se- Thomasville; Sara Taylor, LaGrange. have done is described as social lag,
er.
lected
this fall were Louise Murphey,
Member of Cabinet are: Elected It is a gap which prevents us from
Officials of the Y, in addition to
Ruth
Clodfelter,
Alice Walker, Cath- officers—Marguerite Jemigtm, At- utilizing the benefits of the scientific
Marguerite Jernigan, are Ruth Van
Cise, Albany, First Vice-President; erine Combs, Virginia Young, Lucile lanta; Ruth Van Cise, Albany; Cath- age in which we live.
Catherine Brown, Locust Grove, Sec- Bentley, Julia Merle Stewart, Eliza- erine Brown; Jeannette Pool, Macon;
Today we devote less and less
; ond Vice-President; Jeannette Pool, beth Tondee, Patricia Arnau, Mildred and Rose McDonnell, Savannah; ExHatcher,
Carolyn
Stringer,
Jane
Mctime
to fulfilling the fundamental
ecutives—Jean
Purdom,
Blackshear;
-i'^Macon, Secretary; and Rose McDonV nell, Savannah, Treasurer. Chairmen Connell, Mary Bross, Frances Coates, Margaret Weaver, Ducktown, Tenn- primitive necessities of providing
of the Peace and Democracy Com- Louise Stanley, Mary Rainey, Anna essee; Chairmen—Evelyn Gilroy, At- food, clothing and shelter, yet we find
mittee and the Basic Philosophy Com- Dee Stokes, Marjorie Edwards, Eliza- lanta; Marion Arthur, Albany; Edith that we do not have them in abunmittee are Jean Purdom, Blackshear, beth Ann Williams, and Mildred Jean Dickey, Thomasville; Helen dance. What is it that keeps us from
Reeve, Calhoun; Margaret Barksdale, running the marvelous inventions of
and, Margaret Weaver, Ducktown, Jenkins.
Conyers; Margaret Moore, Americus; our scientists at,their full speed and
Tennessee, respectively.
Hilda Fortson, Elberton; Ann King, enjoying the production which it is
Working with Catherine Reddick Organization Heads
Reynolds; Nelle DaVitte, Rockmart; capable of turning out? It's 1838 ideas,
in the Recreation Association are
Dorothy Howell, Cartersville; Callie We are operating a twentieth cenVirginia Shoffeitt, Carrollton, Vice- Gather For Retreat
Morris, Savannah; Evelyn Veal, Car- tury machine with ideas still fastenPresident; Dot Peacock, Columbus,
The three major campus organizaed to the date when the Mansion
Secretary; and Peggy Booth, Cocoa, tions will hold Retreat at the G. S. •rollton; Non-voting Members—Vir- was built, On every side of us there
ginia Forbes, Griffin, Catherine RedFlorida, Treasurer.
C. W. Lakeside camp this week-end.
sire increasing evidences of the fact
Senior class officers are Cohyn Members of the old and new Cabi- dick, Perry, Florida; Sara Bethel, that we can no longer continue to
Bowers, Atlanta.Vice-President; Mary net, Commission, and Freshman Spon- Thomaston; Harriet Hudson, Macon; thus lag behind without serious
Bartlett, Atlanta, Representative to sors of the Y; members of Student Betty Donaldson, Quitman; Mattie maladjustments, In Europe revivals
Court; Emily Jordan, Dania, Florida, Council and Upper Court will leave Lee Stapleton, Weston; Margaret of barbarism, mysticism, mediaeval
Secretary; Margretta McGavock, Saturday afternoon after the Herty Weavei<; Sophomore Commission emphasis of physical prowess and
Thomasville, T r e a s u r e r ; Eleanor Day program. The general Board of President; Freshman Council Presi- other evidences of atavistic throwPeebles, Atlanta, Representative To the Recreation Association will join dent,.
backs are making their appearances
Those serving on Sophomore Com- because people were unable to adRec Board, and Mary Volk, Macon, them Sunday morning.
1
mission are Julia Merle Stewart,
Representative to Council.
The Retreat is primarily for fellow- Dixie; Marjorie Edwards, Milledge- just the* ways of thinking to the
new ways of living, If that is not to
Officers of the Junior class are ship. Plans for next year's programs
Jane Johnson, College Park, Repre- of the three organizations will be ville; Betty Sheppard, Sandersville; happen in America, and it can happen
, . sentative to Court; Sunny Ferguson, discussed, Dr. Earl Walden, Miss Ka'hrym Boynton, Albany; Kather- here, we must be prepared to face
'1H- College Park, Vice-President; Eliza- Willie Dean Andrews, and Miss Jane ine Bowman, Thomasville; Rosie daring and decisive changes in our
beth Ledbetter, Decatur, Secretary; Gilmer are the faculty advisors for Spears, Marietta; Frances Wilkie, social organization, changes that will
Griffin; Jane Melton, Griffin; Edith bring us nearer to the present, and
Lou Ellen Meadors, Treasurer; Helen these groups.
Ann Teasley, Toccda; Mary Eliza- farther from 1838, As we celebrate
Reeve, Calhoun, Representative to
beth Elarbee, Brooklet; Ann Hall; the: hundred years of the Mansion, let
Rec Board; and Marion Bennett, JesGriffin, Treasurer; C a t h e r i n e Douglas Mercer, Cordele; Margaret us then really celebrate the hundred
up, Representative to Council.
Pitts, Locust Grove; Harriet Chick,
Sophomore officers are Hortense Combes, Griffin, and Ruby Donald, Monroe; Polly Prather, Newnan; Nell years that have passed, not a hunFountain, Adrian, Representative to Ridgewood, New Jersey, Representa- Bryan, Moultrie; Rose Newman, dred, years that have passed in physiCourt; Edith Ann Teasley, Toccoo, tives to Rec Board; and Madeline Gainesville ;Jeannette Almand, Port- cal progress but which have actually
:
Vice-President; Catherine Boynton, Blackwelder, Griffin, Representative erdale; Ruth; Shapiro, MitlviUe; Har- stood still in a social!sense;
'•:
Albany, Secretary; Frances Wllkie, to',; Council.
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Beth Williams Is
flamed Secretary of
Freshman Sponsors

*¥'Column

CHOIR GUILD TO PRESENT
PINS TO CHARTER MEMBERS

' " Cooperation
Seventy-five students from- G. S.
There is getting to be some tallc Beth Williams has been appointed
C. W. and G.-M. C. were selected
•of, changing the names of the two Secretary to ths Freshman Sponsors
after tryouts the first week in Ocorganizations of College Government by the Executive Committee of the
tober to sing in the Milledgeville A
and' the Young Women's Christian Y. W. C. A. This is a new position
Cappella Choir. And thus began the
Association to some more inclusive in the Y created for the purpose of
most successful year in the history
title that would express more ade- running Freshman Council more
of the choir, directed by Max Noah.
quately the marvelous accord (really smoothly and democratically. As secThe choir. made few appearances
we are not fooling) that now char- retary, Beth will work with Ruth
before the main tour of the year.
acterizes the relations that exist be- Van Cise, who is first Vice-President
However, the group did sing in
tween these campus organs. Have of th* Y. Beth has been a member
Sandersville, E a t o n t o !i, Sparta,
nf Freshman Council and has taken
.you suggestions?
Statesboro, Savannah, Macon, Augusnn active part in the activities of the
Next Year
ta,, and Thomson prior to March 18.
The Y has succeeded in "naming" Y during the past year.
The highpoint of the year's activiall the people it needs to fill its offities was, of course, the tour through
cial positions for the next year. This
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louiscolumn wishes to emphasize the fact religious experience consists neither
iana, and Florida. The tour began
that without the aid and assistance in the worship of God nor in the peron March 18 with the choir giving
of all other students in the various formance of brotherly acts, when eithits first concert in Griffin, Georgia.
classes, the work of these officially er is done alone. Together, but never
The following day the group sang
named few will not count for much separately, they constitute the reover WSB in Atlanta, and that night
in the life of the college. Next year ligious experience of Christians. In
gave a concert in Villa Rica. Concerts
we hope that Wednesday night each seeking unity with God through worwere given in Birmingham, Alabama;
•week, will be "Y Night." On that ship one becomes acutely aware of
Vicksburg, Mississippi; M o n r o e ,
night the Freshman class groups and the hate and fear and injustice in
Louisiana; New Orleans, Louisiana;
the.four discussion groups (Christian the world. To complete the religious
Pascagoula, Mississippi; Mobile, AlaFaith, Personal Relations, World act one must do everything possible
bama; Sylvester, Georgia; and MoulCommunity, Economics and Labor) to substitute love and trust for fear
trie, Georgia. The home concert was
•will meet simultaneously. There is and hate in the world. The Christian
given at the Methodist Church in
'• a' place for every student on the cam- Association seeks to play its part in
Milledgeville on March 28.
making God's will operative in per- Betty Donaldson, Editor of The
pus in one of these groups.
Climax of the year's activities was
National Intercollegiate Christian sonal and campus relationships and Colonnade.
the
annual choir banquet, at which
in broader social relationships.
Rev. R. N. Oakey was the main
Council
speaker. Bonnie Burge read the
•The national aspects of the. local Membership in the Association is
diary of the choir. At the banquet
Y were brought more clearly to our open to any student. or faculty memwas shown a movie of some of the
attention this week by Margaret Gar- ber interested in its purpose. Recog-1
most entertaining scenes and features
butt's attendance at the NICC plan- nizing that students vary greatly in
ning Committee'in St. Louis. Four-| their religious development, proviof the choir trip.
teen college students from all U. S. sion is made in the Association memOn the last Sunday in the school
regions met there to discuss how the bership • for students who are only
year, the Choir Guild, which is comNational Intercollegiate Christian vaguely aware that their desire for
posed of members of the A Cappella
Associations, can best decide the is- better campus attitudes is related to
Choir, will meet. At the meeting,
sues to be studied during the next the Christian religion; for students
members will be presented with ceryear liy local Associations^ Some who have become temporarily distificates, and Seniors who are charter
lqrge questions confronting -us are: illusioned with some institutional exmembers of the choir will be precooperation with churches, dissipa- p;-e:.dc.i of religion; and for mature,
sented with pins. It is customary
tion of effort in too many areas, convinced, growing Christians.
for old members of the choir to reunion of the YMCA and the YWCA, Many of the values of the Stuturn for this occasion, at which the
dent Christian Association are sharand peace strategies.
entire group will sing two of their
ed together or less degree by the
favorite numbers, directed by stuRetreat
dents.
While you are reading this column church, the college or the home. The
(if you are like us, who always can unique function of the Student ChrisThe personnel of the choir is. as
hardly wait until the Sunday night tian Association lies in five of its
follows: Mary Ann Sineath,' Mary
delivery of the Colonnade) the pro- attributes:
Willie -Bowen, Bonnie Burge, Vallie
grams of the three organizations for
Enloe, Hortense Fountain, Margaret
(1) It is a free, voluntary, locally
this year and next are being studied autonomous, fellowship. It is free
Fowler, Lula,Gardner, Polly.Prather,
with a critical eye out at the Lake- from any external authority to ex- Mavtilee Stapleton, editor of the Katherine Kirklarid, Betsy Brown,
side Lodge in GSGW's new Recrea- periment with new interpretations Spectrum.
Nan Gardner, Melba Rackley, Martion Center. Student Council and of the Christian faith and to pioneer
garet Northcutt, Margaret Rawls,
Upper Court; Recreation Board; arid into new fields of social action. Its Betty Donaldson, Quitman, Matti- Flora Haynes, Lyra Mae Godwin,
YWCA Cabinet,- Commission, Council, highest authority is the Christian le'e Stapleton, Weston, and Margaret Dorothy' Brown, Harriette Chick,
arid Freshman' Sponsors are meeting insight of the members of the group. Weaver, Ducktown, Tennessee, will Anna Battle Simpson, Grace Dre.wry,
. together in annual spring retreat to This free," unfettered character of edit the 1938-39 Colonnade, Spectrum, Mary Eliabzeth Ellarbee, Catherine
Hopkins, Margaret Powell, Nell Bryconsider the "situation" on the cam- the Associations has been the struc- and Corinthian, respectively.
an, Margaret' Hester, Trula Lowe,
pus. You, the reader of-this'column, tural cause of the new and creative
as a typical GSCW student, are the insights the Associations have helped Dorothy Howell, Cartersville, Doro- Margery Strickland, Gertrude Baker,
object of concern; the ofifcers and to' give''to modern Christian experi- thy Peacock, Columbus, and Louise Betty' Knox, Grace Clark, Carrie
Others charged with responsibility ence Society must always have free, Moore, Sidney, Ohio, will, serve as Bailie, Frances Stovall, Ann Sutton,
ibr. government, recreation,- and the independent groups to explore new,' Business Managers of, the Colonnade, Edna Barton, Frances Muldrow,
Jeanette Bryan, Karin Pfister, Marspiritualization of life here, are moti- powerful,- more permanent institu- Spectrum, and Corinthian.
jorie Wood, Carroll Howard, Frances
vated by the chief desire to make tions to conserve the values of the
life better aift'more'creative for you past and to select from the experi- Those on the newly elected Colon- Brown, Mrs. Max NoaH, Annella
nade staff include-Catherine Cav- Brown, Gonzalp. Segura, Thomas
tiext year. If you know ways it can ments of the present those which
anaugh, Savannah, Associate Editor; Green, Edwin Bass, Grace Talley,
fee done, please letr those ways be have lasting value.
Margaret Weaver, Managing Editor; Bridget Palmer, Gladys'Fields,.Dorp-,
k'nown.
(2) The Christian Association is America Smith, Sycamore, and Aliene thy Leach, Laura Barron, Maurice
|;
The Rest of This Year
representative of all the varied Chris- Fountain, Savannah, News Editors; Kinney,, Callie Morris, Carl, Mapes,
feThe rest of'this year in'the Y will tian groups on the campus. Through Edwina. Cox,. Eatonton, Exchange Warren Swihson, U. J. Hogan, Wil.lie devoted chiefly to considering it Christians attempt to satisfy their Editor; Virginia Shoffeitt, Carrollton, liam Kelley, Dr. Henry Rogers, CurMans for next yew. The new officers longing for the Church Universal, Sports Editor; Charlotte Howard, tis Lane, Blake Kutsche, Buddie
fire corning by the office daily for which transcends all the divisions Carrollton, Assistant _ Business Man- Croom, James Sulliyan, C. B. Wright,
conferences. .about what their new of present-day religious.life, but at ager; Helen Reeve, Calhoun, Circu- Martha Carter, Ruth Van Cise, Laura
tfpties iarei wh'ia't tWy can do to furth- the same time to remain within an lation Manager; and, Martha Fors, Artley, Margretta McGavock, and
er the stated .purpose of the YWCA actual Church. Student leaders who Jesup, Assistant Circulation Manager. Frank. D'Andrea.
• in^e*iifees,,pf QSCW students: "We, learn to work together through the
Members of the Spectrum staff
The Executive Committee of the
the students of the Georgia State Christian Association will play their
l are Margaret K^nnon, Columbus, and
choir .is composed of Bonnie Burge,
College for Women/n Milledgeville, part, in unifying the divided ChrisMary Bartlett, Atlanta, Associate
Vallie Eriloe, Grace Drewry, Frances
tinlte iu the desire to realize rich and tian Church.
Editors; Catherine Cavanaugh and
creative life through a growing
(3) The Association includes in Becky Earnest, Atlahta, Associate Stovall, Thomas Green, Curtis Lane,
Warren Swlnson, and Gonzalo Sejjfabwledge of God, and to make this its membership students who have
Business Managers; Nellie Jo Flynt, gura.
life possible for all people. In this temporarily renounced the Church or
Thomaston, Literary Editor; Maritask we seek to understand Jesus and who have never been a part of it,
Doris Hardin, Savannah, Assistant
jtollow him/»
,
Through working in the Association Literary Editor; Catherine Greene,
many of these come to see new values Macon, Feature and Photo Editor;
in the Christian religion and con- Callie Morris, Savannah, and Jane
.••'. WHAT AND WHY
;,vA hardy'jhealthy perennial in the tinue to participate in religious move- Melton, Griffin, Assistant Feature
(Student Movement is discussion by ments after college.
and Photo Editors; Alice Dean Carhew Officers and cabinets of the pur(4) Being an indigenous part of ruth, Roawell, Clubs and Organizapose of the campus Christian Asso- campus life, the Association is in n
Approximately 1200 high school
tions Editor; Charlotte Nolan, Senoia,
elation;.''-,:.;.
position to affect vitally the total life Circulation Manager; and Margaret girls and boys attended the second
j'The Christian Association is a of the campus.
Lowrey, Waynesboro; Frances Brit- annual Georgia State School Music
i'joluntary, hondjcnqm^ational ,f0Uow(5) The campus Association par- tain, Columbus, and Nanine Geoghe- Festival held in Milledgeville. Forty||ip of Christian students and'faculty ticipates in a democratic national
four schools and forty towns engan, Albany, typists.
hose purpose it is to follow the and world movement which provides
tered the.events staged. The Music
(wo commandments, of Jesua: tha^ for the continual cross-fertilization Helen Reeve was elected Associate fej^y«l;;,ex^nded pyer_.; .two day^
I
inon establish a' father-son relation of ideas and methods and for a
''8jjj$\ Ui.andi.W,.^!V.v, :>-;•...;,;,;•.:, r .-^''
.^0afQ9A\:«aA
a brotherly relation. to'Christian world fellowship in life of; W';^|ipp'w'^f ^ihe'','ipt)rjiitj[ii«i •:,'.'.jijjje ' • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ • . • w . t s e d .
staff. wM^,>)l»B<ed:,';,',.,''''':.''''',', """"" chorusei, •girls' and boys' glee clubs,

Donaldson, Stapleton,
Weaver Head
Publications

Music Festival
Assembles 1200
Students
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Th9 Golonnade, May 13, 1938
mixed' small vocal groups, vocal solos
by soprano, contralto, tenor, bariton, and boys' unchanged voices;
pir.no solos; orchestras, concert bands,
chamber groups of woodwind instruments and of brass instruments; miscellaneous groups of stringed instruments; solos for violin, flute, clarinet, bassoon, saxaphone, trumpetcornet; French horn; baritone-euphonium; tuba, trombone; xylophone
and snare drum.

ed individually and then together gave
a program of four numbers under the
leadership of Arthur Williairis, of
Oberlim College, Oberlin, Ohio, who
was in attendance as one of the judges.
The other judges were Merrill C. McEwen, head of the department of
Music Education in Bowling Green
State University, Qhio; Mike McDowell, Assistant Professor of Music
at the University of Georgia; Ronald
J. Neil, of the Music Department of
April 12 on fne GMC Parade Statesboro, and Frank D'Andrea, of
Ground the marching bands perform- G. S. C. W.

FIFTH CELEBRATION OF
PARENTS' DAY OBSERVED

Let

Foote& Davies Co*
handle your annual
Plant and General Office, Capitol and Milton Aves.
Store and Uptown Office Thirteen Edgewood Avenue.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

SPECIAL! Chantrey
BEAUTY CHEST

One of G. S. C. W.'s best-loved
•traditions, that of observing Parents'
Day, was established in 1934 when
"the first celebration was held under
$ i e sponsorship of the Granddaughters' club.
On May 11, 1934, approximately
five hundred parents gathered on
the campus as the guests of their
college daughters. The program in
the morning included registration with The Granddaughter's Club this year
the dormitories competing for attend* takes its place among the veteran
ance prizes, a special chapel pro- organizations of the campus.
gram put on by students, and a tour
of the'eampus with sightseeing groups The purpose of the club is "To
being organized by student "guides." create and enjoy a happy friendship
A barbecue on the front campus based on that of our one time G. S.
was followed by a sight-seeing trip C. W. student mothers."
of Milledgeville with the cars of the
The Parents' Day celebration is an
visiting parentis forming a motor
Juniors and Seniors whose biographies appear in National Who's Who Among
annual project of the Granddaugh'cade. A reception at the Mansion
Students hi American Colleges and Universities. Left to right; seated: Bonnie Members of the Vesper Choir are
ter's Club, the custom having been
given by President J. L. Beeson and
Burge, Virginia Forbes, Frances Roane; standing: Vallie Enloe, Mary Bart- Martha Daniel, Irene Durham, Julia
established in 1933, under the advisorJvlrs. Beeson concluded the day. Preslett, Joan Butler, Eolync Greene, Lucy Caldwell, Mary Kethley, Eleanor Fleming, Frances Gillen, Nedralind
ship of Miss Louise Smith. The club
Hellbrueck, Martha Hubbard, Gladys
ent at this occasion was Dr. Guy H.
Swann, Eleanor Berry, Margaret Garbutt.
has several other projects which
Estelle Knight, Catherine Lloyd,
IWells, president-elect of the college,
make up their year's activities. They
Mamie Carolyn Mandeville, WiniWho was to act as host for the next
publish a directory of all students
fred
Noble, Lautrelle Prince, Helen
.Parents' Day.
and the staff of the college, and aid
Prince,
Carol Pryor, M. Catherine
In 1035 the observance of the G. the Alumnae Association in the acSanders,
Gwendolyn Stafford, GeorC. W. Parents' Day had attracted tivities during the year.
gia
Hayes
Stow, Margaret Swindle,
enough'state-wide attention-to merit
0/napcWc4'
Isabel
Adams,
Sara Merle Adams,
a cartoon drawn by Mr. Brewton, The Granddaughters' Club is com- For the first time, G. S. C. W.
Annie
Laurie
Alford,
Lorine
AnderWedding Invitations
of the Atlanta Journal staff, for his posed of girls whose mothers attend- students are listed in the current
The Rental Library has recently son, Roxanna Austin, Mary Wiley
iweekly cartoon strip of state affairs. ed G. S. C. W. The officers for this
Announcements
issue of National Who's Who for
'Themaiin event of the second Par- year are: Sue Simpson, president,
acquired some of the latest best- Balentine, Martha Bateman, Elyce
juu»ptiotv/an<l' G«a/ iiancfr
ents' Day was a May Day festival, Saralyn W o o t e n, vice-president, Students in American Colleges and sellers, according to an announce- Bedingfield, Eloise Bowlan, Margaret
Bracey,
Joan
Briggs,
Grace
Brown,
Universities.
This
year
twelve
stuInvitations
sponsored by the Health and Physical Suzanne Talbot, Secretary, and Edith
ment by Miss Betty Ferguson, head Violet Burton, Cleo Cannon, Bessie
dents
were
selected:
ten
Seniors
and
Education department. Lovely Viola Harber, Treasurer.
Vtditiita'LaiKidxMul' J/njomtaw .
of the Rental Library.
Claire Chambers, Mary Cole, Mar'Carruth, of Roswell, was the college's
The membership of the club for two Juniors.
Monogrammed
garet Dailey, Celia Deese, Marjorie
first May Queen and Mary Jim Wil- this year is: Martha Adams, Louise
Listed among those new books are: Edwards, Anna Lee Gasque, Vivian
Those girls selected were Joan
Lorrcdpon<i«ivc«'
GttaXioncmv
liams, of Greensboro, was her maid Alford, Gertrude Baker, Margaret Butler, Savannah; Margaret Garbutt, "Action at Aquila" by Hervey AlGregory,
Ruth
Hall,
TeCoah
Hamer,
SAUPLG9
SCNT
UPON
REQUEST
of honor.- The May Court which was Barksdale, Laura Barron, Gwynne Albany; Frances Roane, Atlanta; Bon- len, "The Rains Came" by Louis
composed of three girls from each B'.nnett, Eleanor Berry, Mary Biles, nie Burge, Monroe, Louisiana; Lucy Bromfield, "Northwest Passage" by Julia Hayes, Florence Holmes, Virclass included Mary Louise Dunn, Mary Frances Boggs, Priscilla Bright, Caldwell, Atlanta; Mary Kethley, At- Kenneth Roberts, "Joseph in Egypt" ginia Home, Katherine Hutchinson,
TVIarietta).Marj.orie Sykes, Columbus, Frances Brittain, Mary Broome, lanta; Eolyne Greene, Macon; Vallie by Thomas Mann, "The Turning Ruth Johnson, Carolyn Jordan, Mary
Co.
MV
and Elizabeth Jamison, Savannah, Grace Brown, Emily Charitie, Grace Enloe, Senoia; Eleanor Berry, Villa Wheels" by Stuart Cloete, "Winter Alice Kelly, Martha King, Ovella
C9TAQU9HCD 1074
.from the senior class; Caroline Rid- Clark, Dorothy Coogle,-Edwina Cox, Rica; Eleanor Swann, Covington; Vir- in April" by Robert Nathan, "Mad- King, Ida Mae LeWallen, Rose Mac103 PCACHTREG STREET. ATLANTA.OA.
ley, .Atlanta; Dot Allen, Hapeville, Katherine Cox, Mary Cox, Eugenia ginia Forbes, Griffin;. and Mary ame Curie" by Eva Curie, "The Donnell, Martha Morrison, Helen
Mumford,
Jeanette
Pool,
Christine
—^ifand Georgellen Walker, McDonough, Davis, Beula Dowda, Frances Dowis, Bartlett, Atlanta.
Importance of Living" by Lin Yu•representing the junior class; Mary Margaret Echols, Helen Foster, Eloise
tang, "Hell on Ice" by Commander
Pitts Allen, Monticello; Mary Mc- Freeman, Harriet Gallaher, Frances The students are chosen only from Edward Ellsberg, "The Folklore of
Gavock, Thomasville, and Juliette Gillsn, Rebecca Gracej.Nell Griffeth, the Junior and Senior classes and
Capitalism" by Thurman W. Arnold,
Burrus, Columbus, of the sophomore Alice Hall, Edith Harbor, Mae Hol- are selected on a basis of leadership
"Golden Boy" by Clifford Odets,
class; and Rachel Persons, Monticello, linshead, Vera Hooten, Alice Humph- in campus activities as well as
"Our Town" by Thornton Wilder"JJolyne Greene, Macon, and LeVert ries, Mary Inman, Jane Lankford, scholarship. The number of students
Pulitzer prize winner, "Shadow and
Weems, Cartersville,' representing the Elizabeth Ledbetter, Claudie Lee, allotted to each school is decided acfreshman class. The queen and her Minnie Heath Lee, Sue Lindsey, cording to the enrollment of the Substance" by Paul Vincent Carroll,
"On BoxTowed Time" by Lawrence
court were chosen by vote of the eh Elizabeth Lucas, Virginia Home, school.
E.
Watkin, "R. F. D." by Charles
tire student body. A special program Beth Manning, Nan McLeod, Eliza
Allen
Smart, "Civil War" by Northen,
of dances was reviewed by the beth McCollum, Lois McCrory, Evelyn The book is becoming- widely rec"After
1903, What?" by Robert
ognized
all
over
the
country
in
busiqueen and the visitors during the McNair, Janet Miller, Betty Mitchell,
Benchley,
"The Prodigal Parent" by
ness
and
social
circles,
and
last
year
afternoon.
Martha Morrison, Julia Morton, Helen
Moseley, Frances Muldrow, Kathryn included students from four hun- Sinclair Lewis, "Conquest of the
.The third observance of Parents' Nelson, Charlotte Nolan, Beryl Pope, dred colleges and universities.
Seas" by Stefan Zweig, "The Prairie
Day in 1936 saw eight hundred and Carol Pryor, Eileen Pryor, Frances
Grove" by Donald Culrose Peattie.
thirty. guests registered with addi- Rowan, Jean Russell, Betty Shell,
tional visitors who failed to register Anna Battle Simpson, Sue Simpson,
'bringing the total to well over a Roselle Southwell, Mary Stokes,
thousand. Professor R. L, Ramsey, Carolyn Stringer, Suzanne Talbot,
then principal of Fulton High School Ann Taylor, Kathryn Tedder, Jennie
v in. Atlanta, present executive secre- Touchton, Maxine Tucker, Frances
-AfiSry oif the Georgia Education As- Turner, Clara Ware, Margaret Weav:
Outstanding among the activities
sociation, was the principal speaker er, Elaine Wells, Grace White, Mary of the fall quarter was the Sesquiat the chapel program. Mrs. W. Y. Williams, Eloise Wilson, Saralyn centennial Celebration of the ForAtkinson, wife of the man who in- Wooten, Sarah Zeigler, Josephine mation of the Constitution, in which
troduced into the state legislature Bene, Agnes Brodnax, Marian Moore, the college collaborated with a local
the bill which created the Georgia Helen Winn, and Lavinia McCart. committee. Committee jn charge of
State College for Women, was the
the celebration was composed of Dr.
guest dt honor.
'Amanda Johnson, chairman; Miss Ida
. The feature entertainment of the classes, a dramatic skit and a dance Pound, and Mr. John Morgan.
day was the Uniform Review which
One of the main features of the
number.
v •: -,»
nvas staged on the front campus durcelebration was the placing of the
ing the afternoon. The Uniform PaIn 1937 we arrived' at ^the fourth Shrine of the Constitution in the
rade which was planned far in ad- annual'Parents' Day ahd^ifv/as the library. The Shrine of the Constituvance for the day almost couldn't greatest yet. We had rib' lessTa per- tion is the exact facimile of the
-ul
come off because of the lack of wasp sonage, than the Governoiyof the Constitution arid of the Declaration
jwaists on the campus. Miss Maggie State, the Honorable' EiDJRwers, to of Independence1 in their original
Jenkins, vice-president of the alum- make the main address at the'chapel sizes, as well as the facsimile of the
nae, who was in charge of the pro- program/With him'wa'S hisiwife, Mrs. signatures.
gram forgot that the freedom enjoy- Rivers. Col. Marion Smith) chaired by the modern girl Includes eman- man of the Board of Regents, was There were three phases of the
celebration, the first consisting of a
cipation from the stays. From the also present.
' '•
Dedicatory Service, at which Clinton
entire student body she could find
only afew who were able to squeeze And most important of all on the W. Hager, Judge of Federal District
into the uniforms worn by the girls fifth Parents' Day—you are with us Court, Atlanta, made the main adA who attended G. S. C. W. in Its early —you, our parents, who are here dress on "The Constitution." After
• ^ays. Finally, with the help of a dress- to help us make this Parents' Day ithis program, the Shrine of the Conmaker and many deep breaths the the greatest in the history of the stitution was placed in the library.
girls got into the uniforms and wore Georgia State College for Women.
A second phase consisted of the
them in a pageant depicting scenes
informational side of the program.
jtrbm college life of the past; Mrs.
There were three chapel programs
Douglas Rumble, of Emory Univeron the Constitution, mainly for exBOWS
sity! appeared In the parade In the
planatory purposes.
' . : : .V'.'i ' :.v.' V . . . i i . ' , , , - " . . i . ' .
- i i ' i ' .' ! ! ' • ; • K I ' I v(<|
graduation dress which she wore in
Smart Shoes, Ban and Hose
• <:v,:' !i,:'.'.' vii-iJ't'!'-;v.' I.WH-; vi'.imirli?
pvme, 1904. This part ot the pro,!..),The climax;of the celcbratJoRvtQQk
SSI Cherry Street
i-.fl:i i'»/i.; •.!,)•'• fi'.'il ;\<;t •» ill • -n*,'* 'nl'VJ.'i'iO
the^ form of q,-pageant- in, costume,,;
the program being given in conjunc< cbilegellfeaiexemplttWlnaftWiolJi
tion with the Georgia Day program. J
show sagedtoythe homeTeconomlc*1

Best Sellers
Added To
Rental Library

J.P. STEVENS
S

Complete Beauty Treatment

L
Value

Rachels, Joan Richardson, Dorothy
Simpson, Jane Suddeth, Anne Tanner, Dora Turner, Margaret Walters*,
Eloise Wilson, Nita Mae Windham,
Edna Barton, Lucille Bentley, MadeAdding much to the attractiveness line Blackwelder, Margaret Bracey,
of Vesper services on the campus Doris Cassels, Jimmie Louise Church,
"and giving a valuable addition in Sara Mae Guice, Edna Harrell, Marthe field of music has been the Vesper tha Rosine King, Nelle Laughlin,
-Choir, insitgated last year by the Y. Jane Lankford, Eliabezth Ledbetter,
W. C. A. and Mr. Nax Noah, Mr. Judy Mann, Mary Forest Mann,
Noah being the director.
Frances Manning, Lois McCrary,
The choir sings every Sunday night Claire McLarty, Mary Sue Morris,
at Vespers, and adds an effective Tasha Moshkoff, Harriet Seagraves,
touch to the ceremony. The members Lenore Slaughter, Louise Stanley,
have also made appearances at Olivia Strickland, Sarah Waters,
Willie Thomas Wright, Virginia
various programs during the year.
This year, on May 20, the choir will Wyche, . Doris Muriel Howington,
give a complete concert, including Glenn Goodyear, Dorothy Merritt,
secular numbers. This concert will Margaret Weaver.
be more or less sponsored by the A
Cappella Choir.

Twelve Girls
Named In
Who's Who

Phone WA. 4600 P. O. Box 5109

Content

Vesper Choir
Sings Regularly
During Year

Parents' Day
Sponsored By
Unique Club

•••••••••
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PORTRAITS FOfc
THE PURSUER BY

Qa^an/-Wajtje

Constitution
Birthday'
Observed Here

An Old Sandersville Boy

Only at Daviton'i

Salesmanager for the South's Largest PONTLAC Dealer

in Atlanta/

WHILE THEY LAST! These complete beauty-treatment kits at this thrillingly low price.
Come in today!
THE DRY SKIN CHEST contains generous sizes of
Emollient cleanser, skin tonic, stimulation cream,
protective lotion, texture and foundation cream.
THE OIL SKIN CHEST contains generous sizes of
cleansing cream, astringent lotion, stimulation cream,
tissue cream, protective lotion and foundation cream.
DAVISON'S STREET FLOOR

Congratulates You

Pontiac Steps You Out Ahead In Transportation.

......................Mm.
i

Order by Mall
Davlson-Paxon Co., Atlanta, G*.
Please send me the following Chantrey Beauty Chests;
Quantity
Dry Skin
OU Skin

Name
Address

•••

Charge to my account

Boomershine Motors
Compliments of

,..,,......
,„.....

HENRY DAVIS

Money order enclosed

I.H....n............MH..................I........U.....M.H......tt............lM.MI<A

-mmtTMW^
''•W#I!TCT$.f$^^

!&£&

As G. S. C. W. Does In Education

:. ..!i'l
.»"!•'.!'• ( i l l

'M

Salesmanager

,...v.
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College Gives
Credit For
European Tour

The Colonnade, May 13, 1938

cAlumnae Qorner

MASQUERADERS

Initiating a new and attractive Among the graduates who returnfeature of college education, Dr. S. ed for commencement festivities last
L. McGee will conduct an eight weeks June was Nellie Lowman (Mrs. A.
study tour to Europe this summer. D.) Williams. She enjoyed her visit
Schedule of Events
The tour is an outgrowth of and an and was especially pleased with the
Folk Dancing—Monday 5:00.
enlargement of a regulation made idea of having a birthday party for
Archery—Monday 5:00.
by the state Department of Educa- the Mansion. Returning to her home
tion to the effect that travel under the in Fitzgerald, she wrote the follow- Dwight Steere, organist and d i ^
Individual Sports-Every day.
auspices of any of the accredited col- ing poem which we think fits well rector of music at Coker College,
Soft-Ball—Tuesday,, Wednesday,
T
N«jht« OXFORD;COLOGNE j
\--JL.
cges of the state for which the col- into our program of this week.
Hartsville, South Carolina, will give
Thursday, Friday—5:00.
" cross in<j f . HOLLAND V , V g .
lege granted credit toward a dea complete recital in Russell AudiBeginners Golf—Tuesday, Friday—
gree, would be acceptable as credit
torium, Sunday, May 15th, at 6:45'
The Mansion
5:00.
toward the requirements for a TeachP.
M. Mr. Steere had his training at
Golf Club—Wednesday—5:00.
er's Certificate.
Michigan University, Chicago anct
(At GSCW)
Cottilion Club—Friday, 4:00.
The tour as planned will take the
New York. He appeared at G. S. C.
Social Dancing—Thursday, 5:00.
form of an artistic and literary pilW. last year and was requested to
grimage to the principal countries of
Tennis Club, Thursday, 4:15.
make a return engagement. Mr. Steere
western Europe and will combine the The iris flags the passerby
Hiking—Wednesday, Saturday.
plays entirely from memory and preadvantages of leisurely travel with
To cease their talk,
sents a program that is well within
Hiking:
the economy of group travel. A dis- And pause before the majesty
the appreciation of any listener. TheDon't forget to meet the group in
tinctive feature of the tour will be Of stately columns rising high
public is cordially invited to attend.
the court to take a hike. The dsys
the establishment of social contacts Above the walk.
No charge will be made. The Millare Wednesday and Saturday and the
between the members of the party and
edgeville College Choir will sing one
time varies. On Wednesday May
disinguished Europeans in the sevgroup also. The program is as follows:
Then beckons daintily to them
18, there will be a pilgrimage to Mrs.
eral countries visited.
Concert Overture in A, Maitland.
Hines' and on Saturday May 21, the
To enter in;
The group will leave New York
Intermezzo in D-flat, Hollins. Tocgroup will hike to the Country Club.
And
courtesies
primly
from
each
stem
on June 17th and will travel eight
cata, Adagio, and Fugue in C, Bach.
Watch the chart in Bell Annex Gymweeks, returning on August 13. Then bows again.
.•
'
Jjnierlttkcn*
t'
Mr. Steere. Hear My Prayer, Mennasium for more definite information
Forty-one days will be spent in Eudelssohn. Nan Gardner, Soloist. Choconcerning places, leaders, etc.
rope. Half of that time will be spent The years roll back within the great ral Improvisation on "in dulci pubia
in Scotland and England.
lo", Karg-Elert. Pastorale from Firs*
Historic walls.
Soft-Ball
Travel arrangements and the de- The stately mirrors, chairs sedate, Sonata, Guilmant. Chorale in A - '
European
map,
showing
the
route
to
be
taken
on
the
European
tour
It's too bad the paper has to go
tails of the program are being hand- And polished floors commemorate
minor, Franck. Mr. Steere.
to- press before we can find out the
for college credit sponsored by Dr. S. L. McGec.
led by the Open Road, Inc., a travel
winners in the. Soft-Ball tournament
Old-fashioned balls.
organization maintained in the interthat has been moving along this
ests of international friendship and
week, but if excitement has anyeducation. The group will be ac- Be still—and hear the silken swish
thing to do with it, it seems as if
companied in each country 1jy nationOf satin gown;
•everybody is winning. Sppport your
al and local guides who will act And close your eyes with ardent wish
Significant
in
the
field
of
music
teams at all times even if you can't
is the advance that the Symphony as aids, interpreters, and hosts. These For sparkling cup and silver dish
always find it convenient to play.
"Men must learn to master the Orchestra, under the direction of young men and women are not pro- Of past renown.
You can always be sure of a welcome
fessional guides but are picked for
Two G. S. C. W. debating teams
from the Manager of Soft-Ball and machines which they have invented Frank D'Andrea, has made this year.
their knowledge of the traditions and Once more grey uniforms behold; made a trip to West Georgia College
The
Orchestra
was
instigated
last
or
the
machines
will
master
men,"
the members of the teams. Meet us
history of their native lands, their
at Corrollton and Young Harris ColHark to the tread
there on Monday, Wednesday and declared Dr. Marvin Pittman of South year as a novel faculty of the camability to speak English, and their Of heroes—dauntless heroes bold,
pus
and
has
made
great
progress
lege last week-end. The question deFriday at 5:00.
Georgia Teachers College addressing
personality. They will arrange teas, That kiss the lily-hands so cold,
in its two years' existence.
bated at both schools was Resolved,
the annual banquet of the Social
Social Dancing
That the National Labor RelationsThis year the highlight of the lectures, interviews, and visits with And soon are dead.
Do you know absolutely all of the Science honorary fraternity Pi Gam- year's activities was a three-day tour professors, students and literary peoBoard should be empowered to Enaiewest steps in Social Dancing? If ma Mu Monday night.
from May 3 to May 6, including ple in their respective countires.
Pass through the quaint rotunda force Arbitration in All Industrial
The cost of the tour, New York to
you don't and are interested in learnDisputes.
Athens,
Atlanta,
and
Macon.
proud,
New York, will be $596 third class The age recall
ing, there is no better place than Detailing the technical advances
The
first
concert
of
the
tour
was
Margaret Brooks' informal group on made in the last few centuries, Dr. given in Athens, in the University ocean travel, or $680 tourist class. The When statesmen to first ladies bowed, Gladys Freeman and Arva Tolbert
upheld the affirmative in their deThursdays at 5:00. She is always ready Pittman went furthur to point out chapel. On Wednesday, May 4, the figure covers all the items usually In cotton clad, who nobly vowed
bate Friday with West Georgia Colto help you improve your dancing danger signs in our democracy aris- orchestra played in Atlanta at the included in a tour cost, plus several To give their all.
ing from the world trend toward
lege. In the debate Saturday evening
things which are distinctive to this
and it's oh! so easy to learn!
totalitarianism. "When the people Woman's Club. All musical groups particular tour: live performances
at Young Harris College, Sue LindArchery
become weary with the complexities in the city were invited to this ap- of plays, concert or opera, which will To build again the Southland dear, sey and Eugenia Turner told how
Until the blooms
Archers and Archery fans on the of their life, when they have doubts pearance, including the Atlanta be incorporated into the program and
conditions in the industrial world
•campus wil lbe interested to know as to their ability to cope with the Philharmonic Chorus, and various to the costs incident to the social Of Paradise again appear.
justify a change from the present
that there will be a telegraphic affairs of their economic and social school glee clubs. Thursday morn- functions which will be planned And now, 'Awake, O guest, 'tis here!' Wagner Act in proving that comSo say these rooms.
tournament on May 19 in which many life, they are inclined to shift the ing the orchestra played over WSB through European friends.
pulsory arbitration should be adoptof our campus Target-Shooters will responsibility to some strong man in Atlanta. The last concert was
ed.
So say these rooms from out the past;
participate. The tournament will be who will run things for them," de- given at Wesleyan Conservatory in
And yet they sigh.
played, the scores tabulated and clared Dr. Pittman. In Europe this Macon Thursday night, after which
Mr. W. C. Capel accompanied the
Is it because they feel at last
TELEGRAPHED to other schools en- has been evidenced by the growing the girls returned to Milledgeville.
debaters on this trip.
They are not needed by the vast
tering into the tournament. They, authority of Hitler and Mussolini, The home concert was given FriWilliam Dillard and Thurman WalMI turn, will telegraph their scores and even in the United States we day, May 6, in the Russell auditorium.
Majority?
lis from Middle Georgia College in
Members of the Symphony Or- After a lapse of a year, the library
t o us and the winners will be known. see certain signs of attempts to put
Cochran upheld the affirmative in
i t promises to be great fun and you be the responsibility for action upon chestra are Edwin Allen; Mary Jo sponsored this spring one of the Arise, oh sons and daughters true, a debate with Helen Belvins and
Baldwin, Atlanta; Nell Berry, Cedar- most popular of campus features— A century
light there to receive those telegrams. the shoulders of one man.
Edwina Cox on the Phi Kappa Delta
town; Josephine Bone, Milledgeville; a Hobby Show. Students and faculty This mansion has been spared to you. question here Saturday evening as
Who knows, you might turn out to
Pi Gamma Mu is a national hon- Laurette Bone, Milledgeville; Mar- members displayed.their pet hobbies Return with heirloom gifts, to do
1be a Telegraph Girl some day!
the home activity of the Debating
orary social science fraternity, and garet Booth, Cocoa, Florida; Mary in the B.eeson Reading Room, with Amenity!
team.
Cotillion Club
is composed of members of the social Willie Bowen, Newnan; Edith Bray, displays ranging from bazookas to old
A date has been set for the exhibi- science faculty and selected students Wr.'ghtsvillc, Jeanette Bryan, Moul- silver and furniture. The show ran
tion dance of the Cottilion Club. Prac- who have attained certain averages in trie; Martha Canter; Catherine Cox; from April 4 through April 11.
tice began Thursday night and the their work and whose interests lie Milledgeville; Edith Dixon, Thomasanmebers are continuing to work hard along such lines. The students in- ville; Grace Drewry, Griffin; Doro- Elizabeth Wayes, freshman, showin order to make June 1st. the date vited to join the fraternity this year thy Fisher; Margaret Florence, Doug- ed her collection of bazookas, while
of the exhibition, a successful occas- include, Roxanna Austin, Kenwood; lasville; Mary Ford, Nashville; Nan Helen Wynn, freshman, showed
ion. A skill club of this kind is rath- Effie Bagby, Dalton; Charlotte How- Gardner, Locust Grove; Druellyn Egyptian letters.
er unusual, so much concentration ard, Cedarton; Ruby Jones, Baxley; Gibbs, Rutledge; Vivian Gregory, W. C. Capel and Paul Boesen
is being shown by members and they Marion Arthur, Albany; Martha Glad, Cbatsworth; Flora Haynes, Camak; vied for honors in photography, while
Dr. Wells displayed a marriage cerare constantly striving to improve
Doris Hendrix, Atlanta; Virginia Ann
Rome.
tificate, since his hobby is family
•skill.
Holder, Jefferson; Miss Beatrice
• 1 Several aditional members com- Following the banquet last night Horsbrugh, Milledgeville; E m m a history.
More than fifty new dresses received this
Many of the faculty treasure old
pteted requirements for membership officers for the coming year were Ltoyd Jenkins, Columbus; Gladys
Monday: Catherine Cavanaugh, Katie re-elected to serve for next year. Johnson, Rome; Margaret Keel; furniture and at the Hobby Show
weekMattts, Martha Fors, Ruth Huck- These officers are, H. N. Massey, Margaret Kuhn, Ft. McPherson; were found some of Mrs. Ann Smith's
ajtty, Madelaine Murphy, Margaret President, Austelle Adams, Vice- Elizabeth Ledbetter; Sara Lewis, old stiver and furniture and a chair
Organdies, Yoils. Lawns, Chiifons
Barksdale, and Rosamond Dowling. President, and Dr. Francis P. Daniels, Davisboro; Fannie Virginia McClure; contributed by Mr. Knox, whose
Watch for announcements about the Secretary and Treasurer, Dr, Pitt- Lois McCrary, Jeffersonville; Evelyn hobby is studying the upholstery, of
chairs.
GRADUATING DRESSES, STREET DRESSES,
"exhibition.
man' was made a member of the Mcore, Adcl; Callie Morris, SavanMiss
Katharine
Scott
displayed
chapter at the conclusion of the ex- nah; Martha Moseley, Owensboro,
DANCE DRESSES
Individual Sports
ercises, and Mrs. Pittman was made Kentucky; Helen Mumford, Atlanta; fans as one of her hobbies, and Miss
Jessie
McVey
had
some
of
her
copper
Max Noah, Milledgeville, Frances
PRICE VERY REASONABLE
j . I t i s generally understood that all an honorary member.
Nunn, Commerce; Frances Pendle- on exhibit. In close conjunction were
of us have work to do. Considering
ton, Gate City, Virginia; Karin Pfist- Mrs. Fern Dorris' shells r.od Dr,
this fact, we have a remedy for all
Johnson's doll and spoon collections.
.Sard workers ;on the campus—A front campus will be full of excite- er, Nuremburg, Germany; Joyce Mr, Thaxton's hobby is 'Diddling,"
Robers,
Griffin;
Katie
Rogers,
Gaines, GOOD INDIVIDUAL SPORT. These ment the entire week.
ville; Emily Rowan; Frances Scott, Dolls were well reprsented, with disa«freshments are served on the front
Tennis Tournament
Forsyth; Eugenia Shy; Leonard Pil- plays by Elizabeth Barnhill and
campus every day and consist of
verstein; Florence S1 a p 1 e t o n, Marion Arthur. Doris Howington's
dishes A LA Paddle Tennis, A LA Have you forgotten that you have
Eugenia Steed, LdncjDlnton; Mary dolls are all made of yarn, and Al^Badminton and a choice of a variety a match to be played off? Rush to
If You Want The Best Shop A t
Stokes, Gordon; Olivia Strickland, nella Brown's doll are puppets.
ql other appetizing sports. Just try
The Hobby Show revealed that
Bell Annex gymnasium and look up Columbus; Grace Talley, Villa Rica;
one bite and you will surely go back
the
campus holds two composers,
Margaret
Weaver,
Ducktown,
Tennfijjr morel The tournament will begin your partner. Anyone on a court will essee; Saralyn Wooten, Lumber City; foreign correspondents, jewellers,
Monday and everybody will take vacate for your tournament match. Martha Zachary,
astronomers, journalists, biologists,
jnirt. No one is to be left out and the Play today!
and many seamstresses and knitters.

Pittman Addresses
Pi Gamma Mu

•Page

Margaret Bracey, Thomasville, was
elected president of the Jesters for
1938-39 at a recent meeting of the
club. Elected to serve with her for
the ensuing year are Celia Deese,
Dublin, Vice-President; Ann Hall,
Secretary; Ann Kendrick, Atlanta,
Treasurer; and Jeannette Pool, Chairman of Program Committee.

Steere to Give
Organ Recital
On Sunday

Symphonic Group
Concludes Season

a a
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Debaters End
Successful
Season

Hobby Show
Well Attended

The Masqueraders is a dramatic
organization on the campus supplementary to the Jesters. During the
year the members study acting, makeup, staging, costuming, and directing. They produce several plays,
acted and directed by members of
the club.
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GEORGIA GLEE CLUB
teach the nursery school under -the
title of Parent Education during the
Second term.
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Dyer will also
be included on the summer school
faculty. At present, Dr. Dyer is proAn extensive program for an enlarged summer school- has been an- quite likely tha tthe enrollment this fessor of Social Science at Armnounced for the coming summer ses- summer will exceed the record set strong Junior College and Mrs. Dyer
sions. The first summer term will be- last year. Several outstanding educa- is Instructor in Health in the Sagin on June 15 with registration, and tors have been added to the summer vann;-.n Public Schools.
The Physical Education Departclasses will begin on June 16 at 12:00 school faculty to teach the new
o'clock and will run until July 22. courses. Among those who will as- ment will have on its staff several
The second term, as usual, will last sist in the Education department are: specialists in Recreation who will
but five weeks, beginning on July Mr. B. A. Lancaster, Supt. of Schools, plan an extensive recreational program designed to take advantage of
23 and ending on August 26.
LsGrnnge, Georgia; Mr. L. F. Skyes, the new recreational grounds at the
The enlarged curriculum this sum- Director of Visual Education, Jacklake. First Aid will be taught by
mer will include college credit for sonville, Florida; L. A. Cox, EleCommodore W. E, Longfellow, reprea trip abroad under the direction of mentary Supervisor, Moultrie, Geor- senting the National Red Cross. Miss
Dr. Sidney McGee. This is the first gia; Miss Margie Seawright, Ele- Betty Clngue, who is now teaching
time that such a trip has been offer- mentary Supervisor, Savannah, Geor- at the University of Georgia, will
ed for college credit. Courses in Vo- &:<; Miss Josie Slocumb, Elementarybe in charge of recreation. Miss Maria
cational Guidance, Visual Education Supervisor, Atlanta, Georgia; Mr. J. Clemans, Director of Physical Eduand Applied Curriculum study will L. Taylor, Superintendent of Schools, cation for Girls in Robert E. Lee
feature the educational courses of- Searcy, Arkansas; Mr. A. J. Hargrove, High School, Jacksonville, Florida,
fered.
Supt. of Schools, Dublin, Georgia; will teach a methods course and the
, A large enrollment is predicted Mrs. Bessie Howell, Professor of service non-credit activity course.
;
for the summer term according to Education, Arkansas College, Jones- A College Entertainment program
will be offered, featuring several
school officials. Basing their esti- boro, Arkansas.
numbers, and regular summer school
Mrs. Nan W. Ingram, who is State
mates on the number of requests for
dances will be held during both
information and applications it is Supervisor of Nursery Schools, will sessions. The regular faculty of the
college will teach the usual college
subjects.

Large Attendance Forecast
For Summer School

Finish Your Education by Thoroughly Training Yourself
AT

The Draudhon School
Of Commerce
>k.

Atlaefa? Georgia
Great Demand for College Graduates With
DRAUGHON TRAINING
Fifty Positions Filled Monthly—Write lor Information

Camp Burton Not
To Operate
This Summer
Camp Burton has been temporarily
closed, according to an announcement
made today by Dr, Guy H. Wells.
The camp will not open at all this
summer, due to the resignation of
the director of the camp, Miss Lutie
Neese, Miss Kitzinger, who was to
take over directorship of the camp,
will not be able to do so, having accepted a position elsewhere.
The authorities consider that at
this date it is too late to perfect plans
for the summer; consequently, the
camp will not open this year but will
be continued next year as a regular
i part of the college course.
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Always The Finest in Photography
COKES STUDIO
MACON, GA.

/ VAIMILA
lee Cream

WfeeneT«r y « n w a r t awnethlBg
• a u i a l , o r d e r IhU MMOth, rich,
dvllelons l e e cream—French Va»
• I l i a p r e i e a f a dlltereat vanilla
flavor. Order a pint today!

S. L. ORR COMPANY
Jewelers
Hotel Dempsey Building
MACON, GA.
Telephone No. 4111
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Per Pint

Dixie Dairies

CAPITOL ART STUDIO
3621/; 2ml St.
Macon's Popular Price Studio
One Day Service on Kodaks

Ice Cream
AT YOUR IAVOHITE DEALER'S
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WelcomeBMothers and Daddies of 0.S.C.W.
it

The Campus
A Martin Theatre
Cordially invites you to visit our theatre while in the city and make yourselves
at home. Lounge and rest rooms open throughout the day.

MARTIN THEATRES
Throughout Georgia, Florida, Alabama
R. E. MARTIN, Owner

H. E. ADAMS, General Mgr,
• FRANK D. ADAMS, Local Mgr.

HOME OFFICE—COLUMBUS, GEORGIA
"•>
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Garden Clubs; Mrs* J. E. Hays, State
Historian, Atlanta; Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Hackett, Division Passenger Agent
o" Central Railway; Mr. John W.
Hammond, Secretary of State Senate;
Mrs. Richard W. Johnston, descendent of Governor Jenkins; Mr. and
Mrs. Walter D. Lamar, U. D. C;
President Ernest A. Lowe, Armstrong ^ 3 ^ '
Junior College; Mrs. R. A. Long,
Georgia Congress of P. T. A.; Mr,
Downing Musgrove, Executive Secretary (Governor); Superintendent
R. E. Moseley, Tennille; Miss Kate
E. Milledge, Decatur; Mrs. John Milledge IV. Mr. John Milledge V, great,
great-grandson of Governor Milledge;
Mrs. John Milledge III; Miss Jane
Gresham, niece of Mrs. John Milledge
III; Mr. Nils Miller, Atlanta; Mr.
rnd Mrs, Henry E. Newton, greatgranddaughter of David Reese, Mr.
H. B. Ritchie; Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Ramsey; President and Mrs. Frank
R. Reade, G. S. C. W.; Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Rountree, Editor Wrightsville
Headlight; Mr. Hugh J. Rowe, Editor Athens Banner-Her-iid; Miss G -y
Shepparson, Georgia V.'PA Achr.Liistrator; Mr. rnd Mr?, Alexander 3.
Salley, Column.*, South. -Carolina,
descendants of Goveraor Milleip**?*'
Dean Bailsy M. Wade, Piedmont College.

(Continued v romp^ge ons)
• • :' (Continued froas r-"S"e one)
T.d their- Fair Ladies who occupied of southern chemistry, is an.annual
The chapel program will begin
the Msasion in ante-bellum days. award made by the Chemistry. Club at 11:30 and: is planned as follows:
The program will bear the informa- of the College and sponsored by Dr. Andante Cantabile from Fifth Sym- Mary Cline which served for a time
licn concerning the most important L. C. Lindsley. The award has the .phony— Tschaikowsky— Orchestra r.s one of "ths Governor'.-; Mansions;
cvznt which occured during each double purpose of honoring Dr. Mr. Frank D'Andrea, Conductor. .home' of Mrs. Charles Conn, built
tpv-ernor's regime. The alarm of Charles Herty, a former Milledge- ScriptUrs, Miss Carol Pryor. The about 1820 by Joseph Slovnll; GovWar, the secession convention, the ville resident, for his outstanding Lord's Prayer. Welcome. Dr. Guy II. ernor's Mansion; the-'old Jarratt
marching off of the Boys in Gray achievements in the chemistry field Wells, President of Georgia State house; Masonic Hall built about 1800;
—and the return—in defeat—all have and of recognizing accomplishments College for Women. Response, Mrs. and MeCombo' Mount, formerly called
been masterfully included.
of other southern scientists in this Dennis Turner. Our College in the Mount N-sbo, the summer home of
Guv. 'Mitchell.
Part two deals with the Educa- field.
World Today, Miss. Sue Simpson. A
tional Life of the Mansion with the
Among the guests who have ac- Glimpse of College Life Today, Miss
Among ihe distinguished guests
Spirit of Education leading the march cepted invitations to be present this Edith Harber. Looking Toward the who will be present for the Cenof the GN and IC and the GSCW year are;
Future, Miss Frances Muldrow. Hail! tennial Celebration, arc Mr. Zaeh
girl.!. The four presidenst and their
Dr. Herty, Louisanna; Dr. Coates, 0 Star; Grieg. Aye Maria, Arcadelt. Arnold, State Auditor; Mr. J. I.' Allwive-, appear and the Educatinoal L. S. U.; Dr. Hal Moseley, Tulane; Millcdgcvillo .College Choir, Mr. M:-.>: mrm, Stale Department of Education;
Tradition and the Future of the Man- Former Medalists, Dr. W. H. Mc- Noah, Director. Introduction of Dis- Mr. and Mrs. Kyle T. Alfriend; Sension is reviewed and predicted. Af- Intyre of University of Tennessee; tinguished Guests. Miss Maggie Jenk- ator W. D. Aultman and Mrs. Aultter the epilogue, the Alma Mater will Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Howe of Wash- ins, President of the Alumnae Asso- man, Byron'; Mr. George M. Brown,
be led by the orchestra.
ington and Lee; Emory University; ciation. Announcements. Alma Mater. son of Governor Brown, born in ManA special orchestra and chorus from Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Guy; Dr. and
sion, and Mrs. George M. Brown, Jr.;
Virginia Forbes, President of College
the Georgia State College for Wo- Mrs. O. R. Quayle, Dr. and Mrs. W. After the program, lunch will be Mr. and Mrs. Miller S. Bell; Mr. and
Government.
served
to
the
visitors
on
the
front
men will furnish the music, which H. Jones; Miss Kay Owens and a
Mrs. R. C. Berckman, descendents
will be in keeping with each scene. number of graduate students. Geor- campus. In the afternoon, parents are of Governor Johnson; Mr. and Mrs.
The chorus will be gowned in Greek gia Tech; Dr. G. H. Boogs; Dr. and invited to attend the pageant which F. S. Batchelor, Sr., Representative
robes and color ballets will help de- Mrs. Paul Weber; Dr. H. B. Fried- will be held in front of Mansion at Putnam County; President and Mrs.
pict the story. Old time dances, in man; Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Daniel; Dr. 4:30.
L. H. Browning, Middle Georgia
costume, will add to the attractive- aid Mrs. W. B. Richardson; Dr. and
Officers of the Granddaughters' College; Dean John B. Clark, Mercer
ness of the occasion.
Mrs. H. L. Carter, Dr. and Mrs. W. Club are: Sue Simpson, Norcross, University; Mr. and Mrs. Porter.
The personel of the committees D. Hooper. Mercer; Dr. B. P. Richard- President; Saralyn Wooten, Lumber Corswell, District Governor of Rotary
serving in the presentation of this son, Mr. J. A. Ethridge, Mr. Ivan City. Vice-President; Suzanne Talbot, for Georgia; M. and Mrs. Howell
pageant are: Dr. .Guy H. Wells, Miss Lester; Mr. Bailey Small. Bessie Tift; Newnan, Secretary; and Edith Harber, Cone; Mrs. Frank C. David, ColumGena Grubb and Mrs. Max Noah, Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. H. F. Kurtz, Dr. and Atalnta, Treasurer. Miss Blanche bus ;Mr. W. Elliott Dunwody, Jr.,
J. L. Beeson, Miss Mamie Padgett, Mrs. Whatley, South Georgia Teach- Tait is Sponsor of the Granddaugh- Architect; Mr. and Mrs. R. H. DriftMiss Dutterer, Dr. Manchester, Miss ers College; Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Han- ters Club.'
mier, Supervising Engineer for Board
Kitzinger, Miss Andrews Miss Jen- ner, Georgia Experiment Station; Dr.
of Regents, architect with Driftmier
nings, Mr. Max.Npah, and Mr,, Frank K. T. Holley; State Dept. (Atlanta);
and Hitchcock, ( Athens; Mr. Harry
It is Smart to Dine at Paul's
D'Andrea, Mrs. Guy H. Wells and Dr. J. P. Yarbrough. Dr. J. F. King,
REGENTS DAY
Stillwell Edwards; Mr. and Mrs.
Where
Home Cooking is a Specialty
Miss Katherine Scott.
Dr. E. A. Nealey, Atlanta; Mr. and
Marion Ennis; Doctor J. Sam Guy,
(Continued from page one)
Mrs. L. B. Lockhart, Miss Elise ShovEmory University; Mr. D. M. Glover,
er, Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Kethely, Miss Grange; Clark Howell, Atlanta; John descendent of David Reese; Mrs. W.
<£.B. C. VV. GLEE CLUB
W. Bennett, Sr., Waycross; Sandy D. Hooper, Advisory Council, Georgia Any roll films developed '
Mary Albright.
(Continued from front page)
and 8 glossy velox prints.
A large number of former chemistry Beaver, Gainesville; Abit Nix, Athens;
'Arabesque, Debussey. Scherzo in
Fast Serviced—Finest Quality
Jere
N.
Moore,
Milledgeville,
J.
D.
club members and townspeople are
E-fla't Minor, Brahms. Olivia StrickGardner,
Camilla;
Miller
S.
Bell,
expected to attend the exercises.
The Photo Shop
land, Two Slatterns and A King,
Milledgeville; Rev. L. M. Twiggs,
P.
O.
Box 218
Augusta, Ga.
Edir?. ..St.. .Vincent, Millay. Martha
Dalton.
Try our delicious cakes and
Lidiieii. Th£ -Snow, Elgar, Beatrice Mumford, Helen Ruth, Atlanta
doughnuts.
"Ivsbrujb, Elizabeth Ledbetter, Vio- McCollum, Elizabeth, Conyers
*-*
Compliments of
,*.
lin ..Oblijatp. Wnltz of,, {he Flowers McCrory, Lois Wall, Jefferson
ELECTRIK MAD BAKERY
Marguerite Jehiigan, president of from."Ttie,Nutcracker Sul'te'-^Tschai- Paine, Ann, Waycross
VWCAi.
' COLLEGE DEPT. STORE
kewsky.' Giee. Club., Vocal'^elections, Pool, Jeanette, Macon
Girls', Trio. Horteh's'e Founfitain, Mel- Prince, Lautrelle, Godfrey.
"Your Satisfaction Our Aim"
5c and 10c Store
ba ftackley, Harnette Chick/Jean- Pryor, Carel Graham, Oliver
Have
your
shoes
repaired
at
ctt2. Bryan,, Accompanist. Berceuse, Rachels, Christine, Warthen
HARPER'S SHOE SHOP
Faure.' Slavonic.Dance in G* Minor, Redding, Mary, Marion, N. C.
Dvorak-Klreisler, Beatrice Horsbrugh. Russell, Jean, Waycross
And Save Money
LAUNDRY
)C
.My.Jphnny Was a jShogmaker, English Sanders, M. Catherine, Newnan
122 S. Wayne St.
Phone 215
Folksong'. Czecho-Slovakian Dance Seagraves, Harriet, Fayetteville
VISIT THE
Song, Arranged by Manney,. Dancing Slaughter, Lenore, Atlanta
Smith, America, Sycamore
Arranged by Manney. Glee Club.
Stanley, Louise, Decatur
Wa-ich Our Windows for WeekAdams",'Sara Merle, Atlanta
Stow, George Hayes, Jesup
end Specials.
Alford, Annie Laurie, Columbus
Formerly operated by Mrs. Burke.
Strickland, Olivia, Columbus
Austin, Roxanna, Kenwood
Swindle, Margaret, Camilla
Now operated by Mrs. W. L.
UNION DEPT. STORE
Balentine, Mary Wiley, Egan
Tanner, Anne, Palmetto
Barton, Edna, Decatur
Gholson and Mrs. Calvin Long.
Walker, Louise Rozelle, Savannah
DRY CLEANING
Bateman, Martha, Macon
Windham, Nota Mae, Reynolds
Special
on
Misses
dresses.
Bedingfield, Elyce, Wadley
Wing, Catherine, Atlanta
Bowlan, Eloise, Barwick
Wyche, Virginia Ethyleen, Elberton
Shoe Shop and Dry Cleaning
Briggs, Joan, Atlanta .
Young, Virginia Lucille, Reynolds
Prime Leather Heel Taps ....35c
One
Day Service.
Phone 373
Brown, Grace, Macon
Executive Committee
Shoe Shine
...,10c "N^-V"'
Carson, Henrietta McCulloch, New- Carol, Graham Pryor, Chairman
HARRINGTON'S
nan
Betty L<ott. ,.
Welcome Visitors
Metal Plates
.....5c
Castellow, Carolyn, Locus Grove
Anne Tanner
PROTECTIVE CLEANERS
Dailey, Margaret L,, Rossville
Regular 40c Value! Special This
Lou Ella Meaders
Deese, Celia Elizabeth, Dublin
Olivia Strickland
Week
Wc
Have Your Radio Repairing Done
Durham, Ila Irene, Americus
Georgia Hayes Stow
Evans, Mildred, Gay
AT
SUPER SHOE SERVICE
Ofttnerine Roddick, president of Fleming, Julia Alice, Newnan
Phone 120
Free Delivery
Foster, Helen, Ft. Gaines
HALL ELECTRIC CO.
lieoreotlon Association. •
Come try the delicious chocolate
Gillen, Frances O'Neal, Richland
ODORLESS CLEANERS
shake lliat made Binford's famous.
Golden, Elizabeth, Buchanan
NONE BETTER
Guice, Sara Mae, Breman
BINFORD'S, "DRUGS"
Hayes, Julia, Waco
Flume 559
Welcome to parents and former students of G. S. C. W. May
Home, Virginia, Macon
your stay with us be pleasant.
'
Howington, Doris, Hapeville
Hudson, Virginia, Dublin
Hutchinson, Jane Katherine, Newnan
Quke University
MILDRED WRIGHT
James, Joyce, Wadley
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Johnson, Ruth Jones, Fitzgerald
Specials for Graduation
DURHAM, N. C.
Jones, Betty, Cordele
The Diploma of Graduate Nurse
Jordan, Carolyn Buff, Dublin
is awarded after three years and
Kelly, Mary Alice, Pnrrish, Fla.
the Degree' of Bachelor of Science
in Nursing for two additional years
Knight, Glayds Estelle, Mansfield
of approved college work before or
Lankford, Jane, Cordele
WHILE IN MILLEDGEVILLE
after this nursing course, The enLee, Minnie Heath, Leesburg
trance requirements are intelliLloyd, Mary Catherine, Gainesville gence, character and graduation
Pay us ft visit. Nelly, Don Dresses
TEN DAY HOSIERY SALE
Lord, Virginia, Thomasboro
from an acceptable high school;
Vanity
Fair
Underwear
and
HosiLott, Betty, Blackshear
preference is given for one or more
ery'—Gotham Goldstrlpo Hosiery.
$1.00 Knee Length/Seasonable Shades 55c Pair
years of successful college work.
Lorr, Frances, Blackshear
The
tuition
is
$100
per
year
which
Lowery, Mary, Esther, Rock Face
2 for $1.00.
M
. , Exclusively in Milledgeville .
Manderville, Mamie Carolyn, Syl- includes all cost of maintenance,
uniforms, etc.
vester
,'•-'.'
Catalogues unfl application forms,
M!'. ,: ' : ' : ; : / " / A t '
; . . / : "'./
Mann, Mary Forest, Sylvester
which must be filed before August
ilrst
for
admission
September
thirMarriner, Mnymette, Atlanta
tieth, may he obtained from the
THE VOGUE
'». Bethel, President of |1»38-M Mathews, Marie, Meansvllle
Mcaders, Lou Ella, Toccoa
mUiim
' &
.Morris, rSue,v .Harwell / ] - /
.
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